Trident du Tacul : «Bonne Ethique»

By R. Vogler and JL. Amstutz 1988

«Bonne Ethique» is a one of the pearls of this face of the Trident which offers several, albeit short, sustained
varied and intense routes. A pleasure for any crack climber : the final flake of L2, the magnificent wide crack at
the start of L3 leading into the overhanging athletic moves above, L4 is a journey in itself, a pure « finger-tip »
crack opening up into a flight of cracks and flakes around the overhangs above.

Approach : 1h from the refuge Torino, 2h from I’Aiguille du Midi
The start of the route is slightly to the right of the lowest point of on the SE side. Reach the large terrace at the
foot of an expansive system of dihedrals and cracks. No fixed belay point at the start of the route.
- 2 sets of camalots C4 up to n°3. blue
- 1 set of C3 from 0, or X4 .1 .2 .3
- 1 camalot C4 n°4.
- 1 full set of nuts
- Back up for L3, triple the C4 n°1. red,
and take a second C4 n°4.

From the terrace at the foot of the route, join the system of dihedrals and cracks below the small roofs
above. Rock over onto the large terrace to the left. R1 is at on the righthand edge of the terrace, shared
with the route «La Directe». Note: there is a bolt with a quick link on the lefthand edge directly in the line
of «Bonne Ethique».
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Route
P1 20m 6b

- Materiel for the glacier
- 200m of rock climbing/ 6b obligatory
- New belays in place throughout, 2 bolts with chain
- 8-10 quick draws, 3-4 of which on slings
- 50m abseils. 60m recommended

P2 50m 6b+

From R1, climb up leftwards on a series of flakes and easy slabs, followed by a short vertical flake in
the wall above. From here traverse horizontally left to join a system of vertical cracks and dihedrals. After
15m, come back to the right, bolt, onto a terrace (R2 of «La Directe» on the right). Continue up the magnificent flake directly above, then traverse right below the roof, bolt, to reach to reach R2. Beware of rope
drag.

P3 45m 7a

From R2 take the wide crack leading leftwards, easy to start with, (C4 n°4), becoming a hand jam crack in
the hardest section. Push through the short overhanging section (C4 n°1. et 0.75) and continue up the easier
crack above. Slightly above the bolt traverse left on the slab to join another crack line. Just as this becomes steeper and widens, exit onto the easy wall to the left. R3 just above, magnificent!

P4 35m 6c+

From R3, climb the first crack – diedre to the left. The crack is very thin and intense, with 2 bolts at the exit.
Exit by a slight detour to the right and continue up a series of delicate flakes to the foot of the large overhang,1 bolt. Avoid the overhang by taking the rising diagonal crack to the left, impressive but not hard.
Reach the easy stepped terraces, directly below R3 which is 10m above.

Descent
- Rappel down the line of the route, following the belay points of «Bonne Ethique». Minimum 50m ropes, 60m recommended
- -60m ropes allow you to go from R3 to the backpacks in two rappels.

Topo : blanc.eric@gmail.com 2016 / translation by Megan Yates
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«Two-part» itinerary

Trident du Tacul «Bonne Ethique»
Approach : 1h from the refuge Torino, 2h from I’Aiguille du Midi
The start of the route is slightly to the right of the lowest point of on the SE side.
Reach the large terrace at the
foot of an expansive system of dihedrals and cracks. No fixed belay point at the
start of the route.
- 2 sets of camalots C4 up to n°3. blue
- 1 set of C3 from 0, or X4 .1 .2 .3
- 1 camalot C4 n°4.
- 1 full set of nuts
- Back up for L3, triple the C4 n°1. red,
and take a second C4 n°4.
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- Materiel for the glacier
- 200m of rock climbing/ 6b obligatory
- New belays in place throughout, 2 bolts with chain
- 8-10 quick draws, 3-4 of which on slings
- 50m abseils. 60m recommended

Access: «Fissure des Intouchables» sector

From R4
It is possible to reach three crack systems on the left of the edge, on the SW face,
including the famous P7 (7b+) of «Intouchables».

Right: «Les Intouchables» 7b+, then, in the center, a «Bassanni Variant» 7c+, and lastly, the third, on the left: «Super Purple Crack» 8a.
To reach the base of theese cracks, you can:
1. Reach the last belay of «Indurain», traverse horizontally to the left, following a
good platform without difficulties. Swing over behind the edge and you’re there.
2. From R4 «Bonne Ethique», a more-than-50m pitch leads to the «Intouchables»
anchor. You can build an intermediate anchor 10m above «Rappel BE».

Descent
- Rappel down the line of the route, following the belay points of «Bonne
Ethique». Minimum 50m ropes, 60m recommended
- 60m ropes allow you to go from R3 to the backpacks in two rappels.

